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Tutors of the
Month
This month’s tutors of the
month are Rishi Wilson,
Nicole Soares, Sarah Hart,
Dean Fannon & Baylee
Mayhugh! Great work
guys, thank you for
everything you do!

Quote of the
Month
“There is a vague, often
impenetrable, no-man’s
land between the
discourse of poets,
philosophers or people in
general, and the
discourse of
mathematicians. People
say things multiply when
there is increase.
Mathematicians also say
they multiply when there
is decrease (times half) or
when neither increase nor
decrease is in question
(times a matrix).” - Dick
Tahta.

Directors Message
I hope that you had fun Halloween! With two months
gone, the end of semester is fast approaching us. Please
make sure to review your math as many will come to
participate in study groups and shore up their knowledge to
prepare for final exams. In conclusion, I also look forward
to the growth of the Math Learning Center Program Fund
and reaching our target $2,083. In conclusion, if I don’t get a
chance to tell you, have a safe and fun Thanksgiving Break!
-Emanuel Clayton, MLC Director
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Reminders:
• Remember to keep noise levels down.

• Make sure to keep aisles clear and to clean tables at the end
of the day.
• Be aware of students…Keep your heads up and do not turn
your backs to them.

Upcoming Events
•

• Keep electronics usage to a minimum.

Thanksgiving Holiday -

• Ask students if they have signed-in.

University CLOSED

• Eat meals in the hall.

Thursday, November 23

• Don’t forget to remind students that we are open from 100pm

to Friday, November 24

to 4:00 pm in the Dunbar Library.

• MLC Group outing in
December - TBD

•If you can’t find a tutor, then take a look at the schedule on the
file cabinet.

Problem of the Month:
Complete this problem and turn it in to either Kelsey or
Shannon; if you are the first person to answer correctly, YOU
WIN A PRIZE! Here is the math problem of the month:
The shorter leg of an integer-sided right triangle has
length 2001. How short can the other leg be?

Tutor Spotlight - Dean Fannon
I wanted to become a math tutor here at Wright State
because I hope to become a math teacher after I graduate.
I thought that the math learning center could provide me
with the experience of tutoring students from diverse
backgrounds. Fun fact: I broke my arm falling down the
stairs when I was 4 years old and my parents didn’t know
until two days after it happened!
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